Method for recording short latency evoked potentials using an EKG artifact elimination procedure.
This paper describes the application of an EKG elimination procedure, previously reported by the authors, to evoked potentials (EPs) recording using a non-cephalic reference. The method consists of three separate steps: data acquisition, EKG artifact elimination, and EP averaging. EKG artifacts are eliminated from the raw EEG by applying a four step procedure to the simultaneously recorded EEG, EKG and stimulus pulse. The steps are: synchronized partition of the raw EEG, EKG averaging, synchronized repetition, and synchronized subtraction of the EKG estimate from the raw EEG. Average EP values are then obtained by averaging the processed EEG using the stimulus pulse as a trigger. Somatosensory evoked potentials to a hand reference, averaged using the proposed method, were compared with those obtained by two conventional averaging methods, and were shown to be more clearly defined. The advantage of the proposed method for recording short latency EP values with a non-cephalic reference is that it requires fewer sweeps and thus takes less time than other methods. The proposed method may also be applicable to the recording of other EP values.